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1. Introduction
Consider an unmanned airborne vehicle (UAV) multi-agent system. A UAV agent is aware
of the destination or goal to be achieved, its own quantitative or qualitative, of encountering
enemy defenses in the region. Each agent plans its moves in order to maximize the chances
of reaching the target before the required task completion time (see Fig. 1). The plans are
developed based on the negotiations between different UAVs in the region with the overall
goal in mind. The model is actually motivated by another large research project related to
multi-agent systems. The information about enemy defenses can be communicated between
UAVs and they can negotiate about the paths to be taken based on their resources, such as
fuel, load, available time to complete the task and the information about the threat. In this
system, we can also model the behavior of enemy defenses as independent agents, with
known or unknown strategies. Each enemy defense site or gun has a probability of
destroying a UAV in a neighborhood. The UAVs have an expectation of the location of
enemy defenses, which is further refined as more information becomes available during the
flight or from other UAVs. To successfully achieve the goal with a high probability, the
UAVs need to select a good plan based on coordination and negotiation between each other.
One paper dealing with this model is Atkins et al. (Atkins et al., 1996), which considered an
agent capable of safe, fully-automated aircraft flight control from takeoff through landing.
To build and execute plans that yield a high probability of successfully reaching the
specified goals, the authors used state probabilities to guide a planner along highly-probable
goal paths instead of low-probability states. Some probabilistic planning algorithms are also
developed by the other researchers. Kushmerick et al. (Kushmerick et al., 1994) concentrate
on probabilistic properties of actions that may be controlled by the agent, not external
events. Events can occur over time without explicit provocation by the agent, and are
generally less predictable than state changes due to actions. Atkins et al. (Atkins et al., 1996)
presented a method by which local state probabilities are estimated from action delays and
temporally-dependent event probabilities, then used to select highly probable goal paths
and remove improbable states. The authors implemented these algorithms in the
Cooperative Intelligent Real-time Control Architecture (CIRCA). CIRCA combines an AI
planner, scheduler performance for controlling complex real-world systems (Musliner et al.,
1995). CIRCA's planner is based on the philosophy that building a plan to handle all world
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states (Schoppers, 1987}) is unrealistic due to the possibility of exponential planner
execution time (Ginsberg, 1989), so it uses heuristics to limit state expansion and minimizes
its set of selected actions by requiring only one goal path and guaranteeing failure
avoidance along all other paths.

Figure 1. Unmanned aircraft system
McLain et al. (McLain et al., 2000) considered two or more UAVs, a single target in a known
location, battle area divided into low threat and high threat regions by a threat boundary,
and threats that `pop up' along the threat boundary. The objective is to have the UAVs
arrive at the target simultaneously, in a way that maximizes the survivability of the entire
team of UAVs. The approach the authors used is to decentralize the computational solution
of the optimization problem by allowing each UAV to compute its own trajectory that is
optimal with respect to the needs of the team. The challenge is determine what information
must be communicated among team members to give them an awareness of the situation of
the other team members so that each may calculate solutions that are optimal from a team
perspective.
An important methodology using in this paper is Markov decision process (MDP) based
approach. An important aspect of the MDP model is that it provides the basis for algorithms
that probably find optimal policies given a stochastic model of the environment and a goal.
The most widely used algorithms for solving MDPs are iterative methods. One of the best
known of these algorithms is due to Howard (Howard, 1960), and is known as policy
iteration, with which, some large size MDPs (Meuleau et al., 1998; Givan et al., 1997; Littman
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et al., 1995) can be solved approximately by replacing the transition probability with
stationary probability.
MDP models play an important role in current AI research on planning (Dean et al., 1993;
Sutton, 1990) and learning (Barto et al., 1991; Watkins & Dayan, 1992). As an extension of the
MDP model, partially observable Markov decision processes (POMDP) were developed
within the context of operation research (Monahan, 1982; Lovejoy, 1991; Kaelbling et al.,
1998). The POMDP model provides an elegant solution to the problem of acting in partially
observable domains, treating actions that affect the environment and actions that only affect
the agent's state of information uniformly.
Xuan et al. (Xuan et al., 1999) considered the communication in multi-agent MDPs. Assume
that each agent only observes part of the global system state. Although agents do have the
ability to communicate with each other, it is usually unrealistic for the agents to
communicate their local state information to all agents at all times, because communication
actions are associated with a certain cost. Yet, communication is crucial for the agents to
coordinate properly. Therefore, the optimal policy for each agent must balance the amount
of communication such that the information is sufficient for proper coordination but the cost
for communication does not outweigh the expected gain.
In this paper, we assume that there are multiple guns and UAVs in the lattice. The UAVs
and guns can move to the neighboring sites at each discrete time step. To avoid the attacks
from the guns, the UAVs need to figure out the optimal path to successfully reach the target
with a high probability. However, a UAV cannot directly observe the local states of other
UAVs, which are dynamic information. Instead, a UAV has a choice of performing a
communication between two moving actions. The purpose of the communication for one
UAV is to know the current local state of the other UAVs, i.e., the location and the status
(dead or alive). By using the traditional MDP approach, we conduct an analytical model
when there are one or two UAVs on the lattice. We extend it to a multi-UAV model by
developing a heuristic algorithm.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we derive the probability
transition matrix of guns by formulate the action of guns as a Markov process. When there
are only one or two UAVs in the lattice, we analyze the model as an MDP. In Section 3, we
conduct extensive numerical computations. We develop an algorithm to derive the moving
directions for the multi-UAV case. A sample path technique is used to calculate the
probability that reaching the target is successful. Finally in Section 4, we conclude with the
summary of results and suggestions for this model and the future research.

2. MDP Models
2.1 The probability transition matrix of guns
In this subsection, we discuss the action of the guns in the lattice. We assume that the size of
lattice is m1 × m2 . Let A = {(i, j ) : 0 ≤ i ≤ m1 − 1, 0 ≤ j ≤ m2 − 1} be the set of all sites in the lattice.
Each site a ∈ A is associated the number of guns δ at which can assume q + 1 different values

(δ a = 0, 1,A, q )

{

}

at time t . A complete set δ at , a ∈ A, t ≥ 0 of lattice variables specifies a

configuration of the gun system.
Since guns move to their neighbors randomly in each step without depending on their past
positions, we can derive the probability transition matrix of guns by constructing a Markov
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chain. When the lattice is large, however, the size of the state space becomes so big that the
computation of the transition probabilities is complicated. Fortunately, the number of guns
in a certain site only depends on the previous states of this site and its neighbors. we can
directly derive the probability of having guns in a certain site by using some recursive
formulae.
We assume that each gun has 9 possible directions to move including the current site. We
denote the set of the directions by using a two-dimensional vector set
Φ = {(k , h ) : k , h = −1,0,1} (see Fig. 2).

Figure 2. Walking directions of the UAVs and guns
In practice, there would not be too many guns located at one site at the same time. In order
to attack UAVs more effectively, we assume that the guns negotiate with each other if there
is more than one guns located in the same site. That is, they would not go to the same
direction in the next step. To handle the model more easily, we restrict that there are at most
9 guns at each site.
If there is only one gun in a site, to simplify the model, we assume that the gun moves to
any direction with the same probability of 1 9 including the case that the gun doesn't move
at all. Obviously the probability that a gun moves to any direction is pr (k , h, N ) = N 9 if
there are N guns in the site (N ≤ 9) .
Denote ρ (t ) (a, n ) as the probability that there are n guns in site a at time t , where
a = (a1, a2 ) . Suppose we know ρ (0 ) (a, n ) , n ≤ 9 . Let's see how to calculate ρ (t ) (a, n ) when

t ≥ 1 by using recursive equations.
Suppose there are j guns at site (a1 + k , a2 + h ) at time t − 1 , then there exists one gun

∑ jρ (t −1) ((a1 + k , a2 + h), j ) 9 .

moving to site a with probability j 9 . Therefore, the probability that there exists one gun
9

moving from site (a1 + k , a2 + h ) to site (a1 , a2 ) is

∑ nk , h = n and nk , h = 0 or

j =1

There will be n guns in site a if there are n k , h guns moving from site (a1 + k , a2 + h ) ,
where

k , h = −1, 0, 1
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⎧ 9
⎪
jρ (t −1) ((a1 + k , a 2 + h ), j ) 9 ,
⎪
⎪ j =1
B nk , h = ⎨
9
⎪
jρ (t −1) ((a1 + k , a 2 + h ), j ) 9 ,
⎪1 −
⎪ j =1
⎩

(

)

nk , h = 1

∑

∑
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(1)
nk , h = 0

It is easy to see that we have the following recursive equations:

ρ (t ) (a, n ) =

∑

Π

nk , h = n
k , h = −1, 0,1

k , h =−1,0,1

(

B nk , n

)

(2)

and the stationary probability distribution π (a, n ) exists:

lim ρ (t ) (a, n ) = π (a, n )

(3)

t →∞

That means, there exists a number T0 , when t > T0 , ∀a and n ≥ 0 ,

ρ (t ) (a, n ) ≈ ρ (T0 ) (a, n )

(4)

2.2 A general MDP model on UAVs
Since UAVs are agent-based, they determine their paths independently although they have
the same global objective which is to maximize the successful probability of at least one
UAV reaching the target. A UAV wouldn't know the status of other's unless they
communicate with each other. We assume that there are totally N UAVs, X 0 , A , X N −1 in
the lattice, where N is a finite number. Let mt be a 2 N dimensional vector standing for all
communication actions of UAVs.

We use 1 and 0 to represent communicating or not

between two UAVs. Then mt is a combination of 0 and 1. Let xit (mt −1 ) be the action of
UAV X i at time t , i = 0,A, N − 1 . Let δ t be the state of the guns at time t . Since the

)

(

(

)

values of x0t +1 , A , x tN+−11 , and δ t +1 only depend on the values of x0t , A, x tN −1 , mt and

{

}

δ t , x0t ,A, x tN −1 , mt , δ t , t = 0, 1,A, T consists a Markov decision process in a finite horizon
T .
We can define a very simple global reward function r : any move is free and receives no

reward. If one of UAVs reaches the target in t time units, the terminal reward is β t R ,
where R is the probability of reaching the target and 0 ≤ β ≤ 1 is a time discount factor. If at
time T none of the UAVs reach the target, the terminal reward is 0. Each communication
costs a constant c .

(

s
Denote M (t ) x0s (ms −1 ),A, x N
−1 (ms −1 ),1 ≤ s ≤ t

)

be the probability of reaching the target

within t time units, t ≤ T . Then the objective is
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t
⎫
⎧
⎪
⎪ t (t ) s
s
≤
≤
−
β
M
x
x
s
t
c
mi e ⎬
,
,
,
1
A
⎨
−
0
1
N
t m , x s ,A, x s , 1≤ s ≤ t ⎪
⎪⎭
s −1 0
i =0
N −1
⎩

max

(

max

(5)

where e is a column vector in which all elements are 1.
Unfortunately, calculating optimal decision for (5) is not going to be computationally
feasible since the combination of the decision policy is huge. Thus, we seek to reduce the
size of the policy by defining approximation policies using heuristic approaches. We
consider two folds. Firstly, we consider there are only two UAVs in the lattice. UAVs can
communicate at every stage regardless of the history. Global states are known to both UAVs
at all times, and thus we can regard it as a centralized problem where global states are
observable. Once we know how to deal with the model of one or two UAVs, we can develop
a scheme to handle the multi-UAV model. We will analyze it later.
Now let's consider the model with two UAVs. As a byproduct, we will see that the model
with a single UAV is a special case of the model with two UAVs.
First of all, let's introduce the concept of the distance between two site a = (a1, a2 ) and
b = (b1 , b2 ) which is

{

}

S (a,b ) = max a1 − b1 , a2 − b2 .

(6)

We say a vector b is a neighbor of vector a , if S (a,b) ≤ 1 . We denote the set of vector a′s
neighbors by D(a ) = {b: S (a,b) ≤ 1} .
Denote V (t ) (x, y ) as the maximum probability the UAVs successfully reach the target within

t

time units when both UAVs are alive and their locations are x, y at time 0 in the

centralized sense. Denote U (t ) (a ) as the maximum reaching probability of a UAV within
time

t

when there is only one UAV located at site a left in the lattice. Obviously, U (t ) (a ) = 1

if a = g and V (t ) (x, y ) = 1 if x = g or y = g , where g is the position of the target location.
We can derive the rest U (t ) (a ) , V (t ) (x, y ) and the optimal path by the following recursive
equations

⎧1,
V (0 ) (x, y ) = ⎨
⎩0,

⎧1,
U (0 ) (a ) = ⎨
⎩0,

x = g , or y = g ,

(7)

otherwise,
a = g,

(8)

a ≠ g,

{

}

U (t ) (a ) = max ρ (T −t ) (a , 0)U (t −1) (a ) ,
a∈D (a )

(9)

and

⎧ ρ (T −t ) (x, 0 )V (t −1) (x,y )
⎫
⎪⎪
⎪⎪
+ ρ (T −t ) (x, 0 ) 1 − ρ (T −t ) (y, 0 ) U (t −1) (x ) ⎬,
V (t ) (x,y ) =
max
⎨
x∈D (x ), y∈D (y )⎪
⎪
+ ρ (T −t ) (y, 0 ) 1 − ρ (T −t ) (x, 0 ) U (t −1) (y )}⎪
⎩⎪
⎭

(
(
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where T is the lifetime of the UAV at time 0.
We denote the algorithm based on the above formula as Double-MDP. Usually, we have to
use the classical dynamic programming to solve the above MDP problem. Note that only the
first step is optimal because we assume that the UAVs communicate all the time. Once finish
the first step, they have to figure out the status of each other (dead or alive) again.
Obviously, the game is over if both UAVs die. If both are still alive, we can repeat the above
MDP to obtain the optimal paths. If only one UAV is alive, we will use (9) to obtain the
optimal path for this UAV.
Specially, when there is only one UAV in the lattice at the beginning, we can calculate the
optimal path and the maximum successful probability only by using (8) and (9). We call the
algorithm based on one UAV a Single-MDP. Even there are more than one UAV in the
lattice, we still call it Single-MDP based approach if only they find their moving directions
independently according to their own local objectives.
Intuitively, the UAVs affect each other only when they are close, for instance, when they are
neighbors. Hence we can develop an heuristic algorithm in which, UAVs communicate
with each other only when they are neighbors. Since the agent based UAVs know each other
at the beginning, and they use the same Double-MDP approaches, they should know when
they are neighbors at time 0 or at the time of their last communication.
Furthermore, we can improve the above algorithm by extend the definition of neighbor for
UAVs, in which, the UAVs communicate with each other only when they are neighbors.
Definition 1. We say two UAVs located in a and b are neighbors if their distance S (a, b) ≤ d ,
where d is a non-negative integer.
When d = 0 , the UAVs communicate when they are in the same site;
When d = 1 , the UAVs communicate when they are in the same site or they are ‘real’
neighbors;
When d > m where m × m is the size of the lattice, the UAVs communicate with each other
in all steps.
To evaluate the above algorithm and choose a suitable d , we have to calculate successful
probabilities for each d . Unfortunately, it is hard to obtain the successful probabilities
analytically. What we are going to do is to calculate the successful times by combining the
MDP and sample path technique. We generate the gun's status (guns exist or not) on the
location of the UAVs according to the transition probability of guns. If there exist guns in
the location of a UAV, the UAV is killed. If both of UAVs die before the reach the target, we
say the UAVs fail, otherwise, we say the UAVs success.
2.3 Negotiation between UAVs
Besides Double-MDP approach, we can also consider that two UAVs derive their moving
directions by using Single-MDP. They may negotiate with each other when they are
neighbors by changing directions. The basic idea is let the UAVs negotiate when they have
the same optimal direction in the next step. We call this Single-MDP based approach NegoMDP. Since Nego-MDP is also a one-dimensional MDP, it should be much faster than
Double-MDP to obtain the numerical results. Assume that both UAVs A and B have the
same first choice c at time t . The successful probabilities are A. p(c) and B. p (c)
respectively. A and B have the second choices a and b (see Figure 3). The successful
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probabilities are A. p(a ) and B. p(b) respectively. Let ρ (t +1) (x, 0) be the probability of
having no gun in the position x at time t + 1 . We define the following probabilities.

Figure 3. Negotiation Analysis

P1 : the successful probability of both A and B going to site c at the time t + 1 .
P2 : the successful probability of A going to site c and B going to site b at time
P3 : the successful probability of A going to site a and B going to site c at time

t +1.
t +1.

We have

P1 = ⎛⎜V A
⎝

(T A − t ) (c) + V (TB − t ) (c) − V (T A − t ) (c)V (TB − t ) (c)⎞ p (t +1) (c, 0 )

(11)

(T A − t −1) (c) + V (TB − t −1) (b) − V (T A − t −1) (c)V (TB − t −1) (b)

(12)

(T A − t −1) (a ) + V (TB − t −1) (c) − V (T A − t −1) (a )V (TB − t −1) (c)

(13)

P2 = V A

P3 = V A

(T

B

B

B

⎟
⎠

B

A

B

A

B

A

−t )

where V A A (a ) stands for the successful probability for aircraft A starting from site a at
time t when the initial gas is T A .
Comparing among these three probabilities, we choose the corresponding activity when the
successful probability is maximum (see Fig. 4). That is,
Case 1:
Case 2:
Case 3:

P1 is the maximum, both A and B go to site c .
P2 is the maximum, A goes to c , B goes to site b .
P3 is the maximum, A goes to a and B goes to site
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Figure 4. Negotiation Analysis
Once we have the results of single UAV and double UAV models, we can apply the SingleMDP, Nego-MDP and Double-MDP to the multi-UAV model numerically. We will discuss
that in detail in the next section.

3. Numerical Analysis
In the section, we analyze the UAV model numerically. We firstly discuss the
communication issue in the case with two UAVs. Then we compare the successful
probabilities among the Single-MDP, Nego-MDP and Double-MDP approach in the multiUAV model.
In the following examples, we assume that the size of the lattice is m × m , where m = 15 , and
the target is located at g = (m − 1, m − 1) . The amount of the gas in each UAV is 20 units. We
assume each unit time the UAV
probability pr (k , h ) = 1 9 , ∀k , h = −1, 0, 1.

needs

to

spend

a

unit

gas.

The

A C++ program is written to calculate the successful probabilities and the optimal path. First
of all, we calculate ρ (t ) (a, 0 ) and save them as an array p0[x][y][t]. We then calculate
U (t ) (a ) and V (t ) (x, y ) by using (7), (8), (9) and (10), and save them as arrays U [x ][ y ][t ] and
V [x1 ][ y1 ][x 2 ][ y 2 ][t ] respectively.

3.1 Double-MDP in the two-UAV model
In this subsection, we assume that there are only two UAVs in the lattice. By using DoubleMDP algorithm, we are going to detect how the successful probabilities are different
between communication or non-communication.
The UAVs start from the sites (0, posi ) and ( posi, 0) , where posi ≤ m − 1 . Since we assume
that the UAVs know each other at the beginning, they can calculate the whole moving path
for both UAVs individually because they are using the same algorithm. When they are
neighbors, they will communicate with each other to see the status of the other UAV (dead
or alive). We generate the number of guns at a certain site according to the probability of
having guns at this site to determine whether the UAVs are dead or not. The game is over
when all UAVs die or at least one UAV reach the target. By using the sample path
technique, we can simulate the whole procedure. Below is the pseudo-code to describe how
the UAVs find the path to reach the target.
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--------------------------------------------------------------------gas=20; t=0; \\initializing
While(at least one UAV is alive){
if(both UAVs are alive){
Obtain the optimal directions for both UAVs according to
the Double-MDP and move one step;
Generate the status of guns on the locations of both UAVs;
}
else{
Obtain the optimal direction for the alive UAV according
to the Single-MDP and move one step;
Generate the status of guns on the location of the UAV;
}
if(At least one UAV reaches the target){
break;
}
else{
gas++; t++;
}
}
--------------------------------------------------------------------gun rate = 0.09
d \ posi
0
1
2
3
4
5
0
0.568
0.543
0.543
0.357
0.370
0.397
1
0.586
0.562
0.562
0.525
0.370
0.397
2
0.586
0.562
0.562
0.529
0.370
0.397
3
0.586
0.562
0.562
0.529
0.370
0.397
4
0.586
0.562
0.562
0.529
0.370
0.397
gun rate = 0.12
0
0.481
0.455
0.455
0.427
0.227
0.215
1
0.500
0.476
0.476
0.443
0.227
0.215
2
0.500
0.476
0.476
0.447
0.227
0.215
3
0.500
0.476
0.476
0.447
0.227
0.215
4
0.500
0.476
0.476
0.447
0.237
0.218
gun rate = 0.15
0
0.425
0.400
0.400
0.360
0.176
0.164
1
0.446 0.421
0.421
0.375 0.176
0.164
2
0.446
0.421
0.421
0.379 0.176
0.164
3
0.446
0.421
0.421
0.379 0.176
0.164
4
0.446
0.421
0.421
0.379 0.176
0.165
Table 1. Successful probabilities for symmetric UAVs
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6
0.427
0.427
0.427
0.427
0.427

7
0.455
0.455
0.455
0.455
0.455

8
0.469
0.469
0.469
0.469
0.469

0.218
0.218
0.218
0.218
0.218

0.233
0.233
0.233
0.233
0.234

0.257
0.257
0.257
0.257
0.256

0.169
0.169
0.169
0.170
0.171

0.181
0.181
0.181
0.182
0.182

0.200
0.200
0.200
0.200
0.201
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We consider two different cases for guns at time t : symmetric and asymmetric cases. In the
symmetric case, we assume p0[x ][ y ][0] = 0.09, 0.12, or 0.15 for all (x, y ) where p0[x ][ y ][0] is
the probability that there is no gun at site (x, y ) at time 0. We call these probabilities gun
rates. In the asymmetric case, we assume gun rate = 0.03, 0.06, or 0.09 only when x > y .
p 0[x ][ y ][0] = 0.0 for the other (x, y ) . We consider the neighbor meter d = 0, 1, 2, 3 or 4 . At

time 0, the UAVs are located at

(0, posi )

and

( posi, 0) ,

where posi = 0, 1,A, 8 . Each

simulation, we take 30 different seeds, and run 500 replications for each seed, then we
calculate the averages and the coefficients of the successful probability. We found that the
coefficients are about 5% which is acceptable. Table 1 and 2 are the numerical results.
From the Table 1 and Table 2, we see that the maximum differences of successful
probabilities between non-communication ( d = 0 ) and communication ( d > 0 ) are not
significantly different. And only when both UAVs start from the same site (0, 0), the
differences reach 2%. The conclusion is that it is not necessary to communicate with each
other to know whether another UAV is still alive or not. Specially when they are not
neighbors.
d \ posi
0
1
2
3
4

0
0.984
0.984
0.985
0.985
0.985

1
0.984
0.985
0.985
0.986
0.986

2
0.985
0.985
0.986
0.986
0.986

d \ posi
0
1
2
3
4

0
0.896
0.897
0.897
0.896
0.896

1
0.914
0.916
0.915
0.916
0.916

2
0.919
0.919
0.921
0.921
0.921

d \ posi
0
1
2
3
4

0
0.795
0.797
0.798
0.797
0.797

1
0.808
0.811
0.812
0.813
0.813

2
0.823
0.823
0.826
0.827
0.827

gun rate = 0.03
3
4
0.985
0.985
0.985
0.985
0.986
0.986
0.986
0.986
0.986
0.986
gun rate = 0.06
3
4
0.924
0.921
0.924 0.921
0.926 0.921
0.927 0.924
0.927 0.925
gun rate = 0.09
3
4
0.823
0.806
0.823
0.806
0.823
0.806
0.830 0.813
0.830 0.814

5
0.985
0.985
0.986
0.986
0.986

6
0.985
0.985
0.986
0.986
0.986

7
0.978
0.978
0.978
0.980
0.980

8
0.982
0.982
0.983
0.984
0.984

5
0.913
0.913
0.913
0.916
0.918

6
0.913
0.913
0.913
0.916
0.918

7
0.900
0.900
0.900
0.900
0.904

8
0.929
0.929
0.931
0.932
0.932

5
0.786
0.786
0.786
0.786
0.796

6
0.786
0.786
0.786
0.786
0.796

7
0.786
0.786
0.786
0.786
0.796

8
0.810
0.810
0.810
0.810
0.817

Table 2. Successful probabilities for symmetric UAVs
3.2 Multi-UAV
Based on the conclusion of the case with two UAVs, we can develop a scheme to deal with
the case of more than two UAVs. We know that the UAVs affect each other only when they
get close. As an intuitive algorithm, we let the UAVs group themselves two by two
dynamically based on their distance at the beginning.
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In
the
following
examples,
we
consider
the
symmetric
case.
We
assume gun rate = 0.02 , 0.04 ,A , 0.18. We also symmetrically launch the UAVs from the
sites (0, posi ) and ( posi, 0) , 0 ≤ posi ≤ 14 depending on the number of UAVs. There is at
most only one UAV each site. For example, if there is only one UAV, we launch it from (0, 0); if
there are 5 UAVs, we launch them from (2, 0), (1, 0), (0, 0), (0, 1) and (0, 2) etc. We assume that
the number of UAVs are 1, 3, 5, A , 2m-1 so that the UAVs are launched symmetrically. For
example, if we have 5 UAVs, we group them as three groups: {(2, 0), (1, 0)}, {(0, 0), (0, 1)} and
{(0, 2)}. Since all UAVs use the same algorithm in each experiment and they know each other at
the beginning, they can figure out the moving directions of all UAVs individually without
communication. When one or more UAVs reach the target, we say the UAVs success. Below is
the algorithm based on the Double-MDP. The algorithm based on the Nego-MDP is similar
except that we need to replace Double-MDP with Nego-MDP in step III.
I. Let gas = 20 and t = 0 ;
II. Group UAVs two by two;
III. Obtain the optimal paths for the alive UAV according to the Single-MDP or DoubleMDP and move one step;
IV. Generate the status of guns on the locations of UAVs and see if the UAVs will be
attacked by the guns;
V. If at least one UAV reaches the target, the UAV is successful and stop; otherwise, let
gas = gas − 1, t = t + 1 and go back to III;
Comparing with the Double-MDP or Nego-MDP algorithm, the Single-MDP algorithm is
simpler, in which, all UAVs figure out their moving directions independently based on the
Single-MDP algorithm till one of UAVs reaches the target.

Figure 5. A sample of moving paths for Single-MDP
Fig. 5, 6 and 7 are the sample paths based on the Single-MDP, Nego-MDP and Double-MDP
respectively when the size of lattice is 8 × 8 and the gas of the UAV is 15 units. We assume
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there are 5 UAVs and gun rate = 0.10 . In Fig. 5, since the UAVs independently make
decision based on their own objective, they have the same local optimal path: (1, 1), (2, 2), (3,
3), (4, 4), (5, 5), (6, 6), (7, 7). In Fig. 6 and 7, UAVs cooperate two by two. UAV 1 and UAV 2
have the different moving paths, so do UAV 3 and UAV4, but UAV 5 still acts
independently. On the other hand, Group 1 (UAV 1, 2) and Group 2 (UAV 3, 4) are
independent, they have the similar paths. Obviously, if we increase the group size, or let all
UAVs cooperate with each other, the successful probability can still be improved. But it will
increase the complexity of the algorithm.

Figure 6. A sample of moving paths for Nego-MDP

Figure 7. A sample of moving paths for Double-MDP
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Fig. 8 and 9 also show the sample paths based on the Single-MDP and Nego-MDP for the
asymmetric case when the gun rate=0.65 in a site (i,j ) if i < j , and the gun rate= 0.55 if i ≥ j .
We can see the paths are very different between the Single-MDP and Nego-MDP.

Figure 8. Sample paths for Single-MDP (asymmetric guns)

Figure 9. Sample paths for Nego-MDP (asymmetric guns)
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Figure 10. Successful probabilities for different numbers of UAVs

Figure 11. Probabilities of successfully reaching the target for different gun rates
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Fig. 10 shows the relation between the successful probability and the number of UAVs. Fig.
11} shows the relation between the gun rate and the probability of successfully reaching the
target. Obviously, for all three algorithms, the probabilities of reaching the target are
increasing with the number of UAVs, and decreasing with the gun rate. We found that the
Double-MDP algorithm is the best algorithm. Nego-MDP is much better than the SingleMDP algorithm. The average probability difference between Double-MDP and Nego-MDP
are about 0.2. From Fig. 11, however, we see both Double-MDP and Nego-MDP reach 0.95
when the gun rate is less than 0.05, while the Single-MDP only reach about 0.7. Since NegoMDP is a one-dimensional MDP based on the Single-MDP algorithm, it is much faster than
Double-MDP which is two-dimension MDP (see Fig. 12 and 13). When the gun rate is
smaller, Nego-MDP is good enough to use. When the gun rate is larger, however, the
successful probability of Nego-MDP is close to the successful probability of Single-MDP. In
this case, we recommend to use double MDP. From Fig. 11, we can see that the successful
probability for the Double-MDP is increasing concave function of the UAV launching rate,
which means that the successful probabilities would not increase significantly when the
launching rate is large. This result tells us that it is not necessary to launch so many UAVs in
order to reach the target with a certain probability.

Figure 12. Running time comparison among Single-MDP, Nego-MDP and Double-MDP
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Figure 13. Running time comparison among Single-MDP, Nego-MDP and Double-MDP

4．Summary and Future Work
In this paper, we study a multi-agent based UAV system. Centralized MDP is complicated
and unrealistic. In this decentralized model, UAVs have the same global objective which is
to reach the target with maximum probability, but each UAV can make decision
individually. Although the optimality problem is computational prohibitive, the heuristic
results give us very important managerial insights. Based on the Nego-MDP and the
Double-MDP algorithms, UAVs group themselves two by two dynamically, and find out the
moving directions very effectively. Obviously, increasing the group size can improve the
successful probability, but in the mean time, the algorithm will become more complicated.
The precise information on guns are very important for UAVs to reach the target effectively.
So far, we only consider that the guns randomly walk on the lattice. That will be worthwhile
if we can update the gun information dynamically. Further more, it will be interesting if
UAVs can also attack guns. In that case, we need to introduce the game theory to figure out
the best strategy for both the guns and the UAVs.
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